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Welcome to The
Big Christmas
Press Show 2021
in partnership
with LaplandUK
It is so good to be back! We’re absolutely
buzzing about this year which is set to be the
best yet. To get us started, I’d love to share
some of our recent highlights with you.
We have rebranded to CIJ Group and have
seen a lot of exciting changes across the
company and services we provide. We have
moved the show from July to September to
allow for the changes we have seen across
the media landscape, including a shift in
focus towards digital coverage and fewer
long lead titles. Furthermore, as well as
welcoming back some of our long-standing
brands & retailers, this year we have even
more new names and faces for you to meet!

come true for a child this Christmas. We
have made a donation on behalf of every
brand & retailer taking part in the show.
We also completed a team abseil for Retail
Trust, raising vital funds to support the
mental health of those working in retail.
I would like to share my personal thanks
for your support over the past year. I know
there has been much uncertainty, change
and it has been a challenging time for
many. As we gather here today, for our
big reunion, I’d like to thank you for your
patience and loyalty - we are over the moon
to be able to meet in person and thank you
for joining us.
We love connecting people and building our
community, so please come and say hello
and stay in touch by joining us on social
media @cijgroup and @cijgrouptweets.

We have hosted a series of 18 virtual Power
Pitching events to connect brands with
journalists throughout the year for all key
occasions in the retail calendar, including
Mother’s Day, Black Friday and Easter. We
also hosted a series of virtual “Christmas
in July” events for long lead titles and
launched our first virtual events in the USA.
We’re delighted to introduce our show
partner, LaplandUK, who will be treating
you to a taster of their multimillion-pound
ground breaking, immersive production plus
an exclusive 24 hour priority access to the
September ticket release.
I’d like to give a warm welcome to our
charity partner, Make A Wish Foundation,
who thanks to your support, will help a wish

COURTNEY ROGERS
Founder
CIJ Group
@thelondoninspirer
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SHOP BAG-FREE
TODAY
with

SHOP & DROP
Your Bags With Us
WE DELIVER THEM
Direct To Your Door
DOWNLOA D FOR F RE E

Visit the Dropit desk for more information

For top Christmas toys and Boxing
Day boredom busters, visit the
Playtime team at stand A14!

www.playtimepr.com/christmas
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Ask Mummy & Daddy was founded by Kane
Dowell In 2017 initially as a hobby which quickly
turned into becoming a main player in the
confectionery market!

M27

At Bath House, we make niche, artisan, English
perfumes, home fragrances and skincare which
are vegan, natural and sustainable. Recently
certified as a “ Green Small Business” we do
not use plastic bottles, preferring aluminum and
glass, with eco-friendly refill options. We have
six shops in Cumbria the Lake District and York.

L21

Founded in 2006, Balsam Hill is the leading
luxury artificial Christmas tree and decoration
brand, renowned worldwide for its superbly
crafted, lifelike designs inspired by nature.
Thanks to its exclusive True Needle™
Technology, each branch is modeled after real
evergreen branches to replicate nature’s design.

BANDAI

Bandai		

BATH HOUSE

ADDISON ROSS is a British luxury home
accessories brand, specialising in beautifully
crafted, stylish and timeless ideas for bespoke
gifting and the home from affordable luxury
photo frames to exquisitely designed trays.
With clever innovative technology and an
easy phone to frame service, Addison Ross
gives modern solutions for those looking for a
perfect personalised gift.
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Bandai is the manufacturer and master toy
licensee of some of the most popular brands
in children’s toys and interactive entertainment,
including Tamagotchi and Dragon Ball. The
company’s corporate mission statement
is ‘Dreams, Fun and Inspiration’, providing
products and services to people around the
world based on boundless creativity and
enthusiasm.

Since our emergence from the mud in 2014,
Big Potato has been shaking up the board
games industry. Selling more than 10 million
games in 28 markets, we are a multi-award
winning independent board game company that
has built a reputation for ultra-playable games
that people can’t get enough of.

BISCUITEERS

L8

Biscuiteers, the original hand-iced biscuit
company, has been selling its luxury iced
biscuits since 2007. Each biscuit is intricately
iced by artists at the Ministry of Biscuits in
Wimbledon. Biscuiteers is renowned for its
personalised gifting offering and beautiful
designs which are launched seasonally, as well
as its iconic hand-illustrated packaging.

BONNE MAMAN

A28

A family of toymakers since 1946, Casdon
was founded by Thomas Cassidy, a talented
toolmaker. Casdon’s ethos has always been to
produce top quality playthings at affordable
prices. The company firmly believes that
role-play toys should be lots of fun while also
helping children to discover, learn and develop
as they play.

CHARACTER OPTIONS

A44/A45

Coffee & Snacks

Famous for delicious products made to timeless
recipes using simple, all natural ingredients,
Bonne Maman offers a great variety of fruit
Conserves, Marmalade, Lemon Curd, Salted
Caramel and Chutneys as well as a broad range
of classic French Chilled Desserts and luscious,
fruit-filled Yoghurts.

BUYAGIFT

CASDON

A8

The Cohorted Beauty Box is the UK’s leading
luxury subscription box. Each month features
a curation of hand-picked, premium products,
approved by our in-house beauty experts. From
makeup and skincare to fragrance and haircare,
experiment with cult-favourite brands and
products to discover the latest in luxury beauty.
The Cohorted Beauty Box is the ultimate
premium beauty experience. Previous featured
brands include the likes of Elemis, Laura
Mercier, Huda Beauty, Color Wow, Rodial and
more. Guaranteed a minimum of six products
worth £100+, your monthly delivery will arrive
in 100% sleek and sustainable packaging and
won’t disappoint. Available across the UK and
internationally, Cohorted Beauty Box curations
are the perfect monthly pick-me-up with a
premium touch.

CRICUT™
Character Options is one of the leading toy
companies in the UK, and the home of exciting
brands such as Little Live Pets, Squeakee and
Treasure X. This year sees the introduction of
the hilarious, Tan Tan the Orangutan and Gotta
Go Turdle plus other must have toys for 2021.

CHOC ON CHOC

A13

DOBBIES GARDEN CENTRES

At Cricut, we place the power of handmade
into the hands of all. With beautiful, easy-tomaster tools, you can make something unique,
remarkable, perfect. We enable you to take
your creativity further than you ever imagined,
celebrating the exhilarating act of making every
single day. Cricut. Let’s make.

P3

Dobbies is the UK’s leading garden centre
retailer, with 73 stores. The home of all things
Christmas, and not just your average garden
centre, we have something to make every home
and garden extra special this festive season.

DOBBLE

A40

Dobble is the UK’s best-selling card game
where players race to match the identical
symbol between cards. Reliant on a sharp eye
and quick reflexes, Dobble creates excitement
for children and adults alike while keeping every
player involved in the action.

DROPIT

M29

Choc on choc is a family business based in
Bath making the most unusual chocolates
out there. Incredible detail on each chocolate
design, that not only look great but taste great
too. All Handmade using our bespoke moulds,
truly brilliant gifts themed to suit all sorts of
chocolate lovers’ personalities

Buyagift is the UK’s leading online provider of
gifts and experiences and offers over 4,500
unique and exciting gift ideas for all occasions.
For more information visit www.buyagift.co.uk

COHORTED				
BE YOU BE BEAUTIFUL
L4

P2

Dropit was born out of a love for stress-free
shopping. Since the launch of Handsfree
Shopping in 2016, our exclusive service lets
you carry on with your day without carrying any
bags! We’re on hand to deliver from store-todoor or have everything ready when you are.

DUALIT

A24

Founded in 1945, Dualit is a British brand with a
reputation for making high quality, innovative,
reliable and stylish products. Dualit product
collections include toasters, kettles, food prep,
catering equipment, baby products, coffee
machines, gourmet tea and coffee capsules
and the revolutionary EcoPress Aluminium
Capsule Recycler.

ELECTRA BICYCLE COMPANY

L6

At Electra, we’re inspired by the artistry of
our culture and the details that surround us.
Innovation is what ultimately sets us apart.
While we may have a relaxed view on, well, just
about everything, we’re serious about our bikes.
How they ride. How they look. How you look
riding them. That’s how you pull away from the
pack. Even when you’re riding with someone on
your handlebars.

FIND ME A GIFT

A10

Find Me a Gift presents every kind of gift
giver with a range of gifts their loved ones are
unlikely to forget. Extraordinary experiences
to make memories? Sentimental keepsakes to
cherish? Saucy gifts to make someone blush?
Done, with a unique twist.

FIREBOX

A42

Firebox is a London-based gifting retailer
offering a curated mix of unusual home
accessories, games, gadgets, food, booze and
gifts ‘with a twist’. As well as hunting down
the coolest products on the planet since 1998,
they’re also the brains behind Unicorn Tears Gin,
F*cking Strong Coffee, Mushions and more!

FRUGI

M26

Frugi is recognisable by their bright, playful
characters with clever designs for longevity,
such as extendable sleeves and adjustable
waistbands, and interactive appliques making
the clothes fun as well as practical. Frugi uses
100% GOTS certified organic cotton to make
the clothes super-soft. Outerwear, accessories,
and swimwear is made from recycled plastic
bottles. Feel the Frugi (in every thread).

GEORGE FOREMAN

L7

George Foreman pioneered its first home grill
in 1994. In markets where it’s established, our
brand is synonymous with the grill category and
is the ‘World’s Favourite* Electrical Grill Brand’.
Every day across the globe, the versatility of a
George Foreman helps people who are short
on time and skill, to eat well, more often.
There is currently 21 grills in the portfolio. The
collection is available at some of the UK’s well
known retailers including Amazon, Argos, John
Lewis and Tesco; and online directly via the
George Foreman e-commerce website www.
georgeforeman.co.uk’

GOLDEN BEAR TOYS

A29

Golden Bear Toys have been developing
innovative, creative and super-fun toys for
over 40 years. A leading manufacturer of soft
toys with the emphasis on quality, safety and
reliability, the company continues to produce a
variety of toys for those well-known children’s
TV shows such as Hey Duggee, Bing and In
The Night Garden as well as exciting toys and
games to suit all ages from counter Smart Balls
to your very own Escape Room in a box.

HAMPERS.COM

A22

At hampers.com, we’re bringing joy and
wholehearted togetherness to gifting. We’re
an independent business with a team that
truly cares about celebrating every occasion
properly. Our team works closely with handpicked makers and producers and brings
wonderful products together in our beautiful
hampers. We deliver our gifts to homes around
the world, for unique gifting experiences which
create memorable treats for the senses.

HISTORIC NEWSPAPERS

A46B

IMC TOYS

A34

IMC Toys offers youngsters the best toys
based on their favorite characters, alongside a
successful range of in house brands including
Cry Babies, Cry Babies Magic Tears and
VIP Pets

IN THE BOOK

A46A

An original newspaper from a special date
makes a memorable and unique gift. Historic
Newspapers proudly stock over 3 million old
newspapers in the world’s largest private archive,
each one hand-picked with the option to present
the paper in a special gift box or with their
favourite tipple.

HOBBYCRAFT

P5

Hobbycraft sells more than 25,000 arts
and crafts products for hundreds of creative
activities, from art, baking, papercraft, knitting
and many more. For inspiration, the Hobbycraft
Ideas Hub has hundreds of step-by-step guides
to help crafters of all skill levels learn new craft
skills and try out exciting new makes.

HOMEBASE

P6

Homebase is a one-stop-shop for the products,
expertise and inspiration home makers need
to fix, improve or transform their home and
gardens. Founded in 1979, Homebase has 151
stores and 15 standalone Bathstore stores
employing over 5,600 people across the UK
and Ireland.

We create personalised published gifts that are
easier to give, mean more, and connect more
deeply, with an unrivalled range of newspaper
gifts and books covering all major brands
including, Disney, HarperCollins, Penguin,
Nickelodeon as well as our own. We are the UK’s
No1 personalised publisher in sales and range.

JOJO MAMAN BÉBÉ

A38

JoJo Maman Bébé was founded in 1993
and has grown to become the UK’s leading
independent mother and baby omni-channel
retailer. Proud to be one of the UK’s first
B Corp certified brands, JoJo puts people
and the planet above profit. Specialists in
designing exclusive, high quality, imaginative
clothing for young children and mums-tobe. Offering charming wooden toys and
curating the finest collection of toys, gifts and
homeware from carefully selected suppliers.

KAP TOYS LTD

A5

LIVING NATURE

Living Nature is not just any soft toy brand – it
is a brand that makes all animal lover’s dreams
come true. Living Nature’s eco-friendly and
diverse collection of over 200 toys are forever
friends for all the family.

LITTLE MOONS

KAP Toys offers incredible products from
World-leading brands while operating with
the speed and agility of a family business. Nat
Southworth, our owner and a leading voice in
the toy industry, brings insightful knowledge
and traditional values to KAP Toys. We believe
in building long term relationships.

LAPLANDUK

Entrance

Press Lounge

Little Moon’s is an unordinary company making
extra-unordinary ice cream. Little Moon’s is
bringing the spirit of snacking to the ice cream
category and is Europe’s leading mochi brand
producing a range of delicious and delightfully
delicate soft and chewy mochi in 13 flavours.

LYRE’S		

A31

Be the first to see Christmas 2021’s most
magical new toy at stand A31… Potions,
cauldrons and spell books – oh my! Children
can now perform real magic and create their
own magical pet with Magic Mixies from Moose
Toys. Conjure up a magical potion and cast a
spell to reveal a mystical best friend!

MARTHA BROOK

MEL SCIENCE

A32

Our mission is to make science education
the new Rock’n’Roll. We make educational
subscription boxes with breathtaking hands-on
experiments, powered by immersive AR & VR
lessons and live online classes. We help nurture
children’s natural interest in science.
Our products are a great fit for aspiring
scientists ages 5–14, science teachers, schools,
and homeschooling parents.

MENKIND

A11

M30

Martha Brook is the online home of beautiful
personalised productivity tools. We uplift and
empower people around the world with our
stylish stationery. With our customers at the
heart of all that we do, it is our mission to help
our people express themselves with our lustworthy, feel-good stationery.

MICRO SCOOTERS

Hi! We’re Menkind, a gift and gadget retailer
that’s all about fun, discovery, geeking out and
embracing your inner child. We sell gifts that
are really worth giving and that range from
licensed products to personalised items to tech.
And, if we can’t find an existing product that we
want to sell, we just create it ourselves!

MERCI MAMAN

A19

Micro was created to make everyday journeys
better. Better for today’s families. Better for our
world. Over 20 years later “make it better” is
a shared goal that continues to drive all we do.
We are committed to doing our bit every day to
have a positive impact – for people and planet.

MOOSE TOYS

Cocktail Bar

Lyre’s is a non alcoholic spirits company that
produces a range of exquisite drinks that taste just
like the classics they pay homage to. The portfolio
includes a premium range of 13 beautifully crafted
non alcoholic spirits, Classico, a Prosecco style
drink and five ready to drink cocktails.

MAGIC MIXIES

LaplandUK is a purpose driven entertainment
business whose mission is to honour childhood.
Based on original storybooks around the Father
Christmas myth ‘Lapland’, the award winning,
immersive theatrical experience is brought
to life annually so families can celebrate the
precious moment of ‘wonder’ and fleeting
belief of a young child.

A2

A26

Moose Toys exists to make children
Superhappy and it is at the heart of everything
we do. The team has innovation in its DNA
and is famous for the design, development
and manufacture of award-winning toys that
continue to disrupt the market!

NIEDEREGGER

M21

L5

Merci Maman are a personalised jewellery
brand, with motherhood in mind. Each piece is
carefully hand-engraved by a team of artists in
London. Choose meaningful names, dates or
messages to create a special keepsake that will
last a lifetime.

Nothing gets more festive than Niederegger
marzipan. The benchmark in marzipan since
1806, we have been making pure natural
marzipan to the same recipe in the Hanseatic
city of Lubeck on the Baltic coast. Fresh
almonds are roasted, crushed and cooked daily
in traditional copper vessels, then moulded and
enrobed in rich bittersweet chocolate, delicious!
If you haven’t yet had our advent calendar or
Christmas stollen, you are missing out!

OXFAM GB

A1

PINTER

Wherever you see the Sourced By Oxfam label,
you won’t just find beautiful things, you’ll find
ethical, sustainable things that help end poverty
worldwide – from hand-crafted homewares and
jewellery, to beeswax wraps and reusable coffee
cups, created by artisans across the world.

PAPERCHASE

P4

Years of development have gone into precision
engineering the Pinter and our range of awardwinning Fresh Beers. Pinter’s mission is to make
great tasting drinking accessible to as many
people as possible and open a new world of
Fresh Beer for all. The UK’s fastest growing
brewery is you.

PLAYTIME PR
Paperchase is an iconic British brand with all
things celebration at our core. For more than
50 years we have been creating innovative,
design-led cards, wrap, stationery and gifts.
Our collections are brought to life using the
highest-quality materials and by our in-house
design teams in London.

PETS AT HOME

A12

Pets at Home is the UK’s leading pet care
business, providing pet owners with everything
they need to be able to look after their pet
– from specialist pet food, toys, bedding and
training aids, right the way through to first
opinion veterinary care and grooming services.

A47

A14

PREZZYBOX

Prezzybox is one of the UK’s leading online
gift retailers with a simple mission: to create
moments of happiness by delivering the
extraordinary! With around 30 staff members,
2 goats and many dogs, our main values
are family, fun and forward - and our gifts
reflect just that! From hilarious face on socks
to luxurious hampers, you’re sure to find
something to make them smile.

RAVENSBURGER
We’re on a mission to make the world a more
playful place! Whether it’s Christmas top toys
for big and little kids alike, or playthings to keep
the kids busy in school holidays, at weekends
or on staycation, make Playtime your one-stop
shop for fun, games and play! Discover some of
the products we represent below. You’ll also find
some of our other amazing clients on their own
pages in Press Fix too!

A3

A25

Founded in 1883, Ravensburger are a global
puzzle and game manufacturer. Under the
umbrella brand is Swedish toy manufacturer
BRIO, specialising in wooden railways, and US
game manufacturer ThinkFun.

RED LETTER DAYS

A8

Founded in 1989, Red Letter Days pioneered the
concept of giving unforgettable experiences as
gifts. Making memories is at our core and we
offer a vast range of over 4,500 experiences
in the UK. For more information visit www.
redletterdays.co.uk.

SASS & BELLE

A20

Here at Sass & Belle, we lovingly design all
kinds of wonderful products in our London
Head Office. We’re all about the joy of home
sprucing and the love in gift-giving, adding a
dash of happy and a sprinkle of smiles to each
and every one of our collections.

SCHLEICH

A36

The leading manufacturer of realistic animal
figures and playsets for over 85 years, Schleich’s
toys are designed to encourage creativity,
stimulate imaginations, and help develop motor
skills. Suitable from age 3+, the extensive
range includes adorable farm animals; exotic
wild animals; beautiful horses; fierce dinosaurs;
enchanting unicorns and fantastical creatures.

SEASALT CORNWALL

A23

Seasalt Cornwall is known for its beautiful
natural fabrics, rich colour palettes and handcrafted prints. Their collections are inspired
by Cornwall’s wild landscape and vibrant
artistic community and include contemporary,
wearable pieces that are made to last, as well as
footwear, gifts and accessories all woven with
stories of Cornwall.

SECRET SPA

Registration

Secret Spa is London’s go-to luxury mobile
beauty & wellness service. Never waste time
or money commuting to the salon again!
Secret Spa’s elite therapists will come to your
home, office orw hotel, at a time that suits
you. The official beauty partners of L’Oreal
Professional, they work with a hand-selected
network of beauty therapists offering
everything from massages, tans and waxes, to
blow dries, make-up and manicures. Relax and
let them come to you!

SHEEPERS

M24

Sheepers products are handmade by traditional
Polish artisans, designed with a modern twist
which feature a traditional design that has
passed through generations of the Skowronek
family. Today, in line with Sheepers philosophy,
Sheepers wants to bring families together by
providing the comfort, warmth and care that
first inspired the brand.

SMITH & SINCLAIR

M21

Fed up of chocolate? Discover Smith &
Sinclair, which are delicious edible cocktail
gummies available in your favourite tipples!
Think Passionfruit mojito, whisky sour, gin and
tonic, pineapple bellini and more. Have a fun
experience with our ‘Eat you Drink ‘ alcohol
gummies and ‘Just Add Sparkle’ cocktail glitter
dust. The perfect treats to get the party started!

THE EMISSARY PROSECCO

A9

Disillusioned with all the sub-standard Proseccos
that had flooded the UK market, Ed went on
a mission to create a stand-out, premium
Prosecco. He discovered a 3rd generation,
family run vineyard in Northern Italy, who
produce delicious low sugar, vegan, sustainable
Proseccos, which are available across the UK.

THORNTON & FRANCE

L11

TOMY

TOMY International is the no.1 trusted toy
brand in the world with a 95-year heritage,
producing innovative, high-quality products,
whilst encouraging interaction. Home to
leading brands including Lamaze, Toomies and
Drumond Park Games, TOMY is first choice for
family play, building on the company’s mission
to make the world smile.

TONIES®

A7

tonies®, the award winning, screen free,
portable, cable free and robust audio players
for children aged 3+. Children can listen to
the Toniebox independently by simply placing
a hand painted Tonie character on top of the
Toniebox to activate the audio. With over 70
characters to choose from the Toniebox is a
magical audio experience for children filled
with music, stories and learning. Available from
Tonies.com

TOYNAMICS

A33

Toynamics UK & Ireland exclusively distributes
for award winning brands including Hape and
Skip Hop Hape is a world-leading brand for
learning toys that playfully encourage childish
curiosity, and is one of the world’s largest
manufacturers of toys made from renewable
raw materials, such as wood. Find Hape on
Facebook at HapeFB and on @hape_UK on
Instagram.

WHITTARD OF CHELSEA
Exemplary traditional hand-packed hampers
and gifts, suitable for any person, on any
occasion. Brimming with esteemed brands and
luxury artisan goods, we pride ourselves on
offering an exceptional selection of alcoholic
and non-alcoholic gifts alongside the finest
savoury snacks or sweet treats.

A43

WILKO

P1

We’ve been helping families get their home
and garden jobs done quickly, easily and at
the best price possible for over 90 years. Our
customers can depend on us - especially at
Christmas! Whether it’s in store or online, they
know we’ve everything they need for a magical
festive season.

WIZARDS OF THE COAST LLC

A35

Wizards of the Coast is an award-winning
developer and publisher of tabletop and
digital games based on ground-breaking
fantasy franchises, MAGIC: THE GATHERING
and DUNGEONS & DRAGONS. We create
entertainment that inspires creativity, sparks
passion, forges friendships, and fosters
communities around the globe.In every pursuit
our mission is to inspire a lifetime love of games.

WONDERBLY

A27

L3

When Walter Whittard launched his first
London shop in 1886, his philosophy was simple:
buy the best. It’s a philosophy that’s stayed close
to Whittard’s heart since then, driving their
belief in quality, heritage, and innovation. Today
their world-class range of tea, coffee and hot
chocolate satisfies every taste.

Since 2013, Wonderbly (originally Lost My
Name) has been creating the world’s most
personalised books. Combining magical
storytelling with beautiful illustration and intricate
personalisation, their books have proved a hit
with children and grown-ups alike and have sold
over 6 million copies all around the world.

WOW! STUFF

A41

Wow! Stuff is a leader in innovation within the
toy industry, inventing and curating the top
toys each Christmas in leading licensed brands.
From Jurassic World Flying Dinosaurs to Preschool Peppa Pig object sensing vehicles, Wow!
Stuff’s unique toys have won it a global TOTY*
and multiple awards for innovation. (*Toy of
The Year Award 2020)

XOOTZ

A39

Xootz. Fun Without Limits. We bridge the gap
between wheeled toys and action sports and
our mission is to inspire and encourage kids to
get outdoors and have fun without boundaries
and to do it in style! Since 2014, Xootz has
developed a multi-award-winning range of
scooters, go-karts, skateboards, electric drift
trikes, skates, and ride-ons including premium
officially licensed vehicles from BMW to
McLaren. This offers hours of thrills for kids
with no boundaries.

YOTO

A37

Yoto is a screen-free audio platform that puts
kids in control. Their award-winning Yoto
Player lets kids explore an inspiring world
of audiobooks, music, podcasts, educational
activities and more using physical cards. Yoto
Player was named one of TIME’s Best Inventions
of 2020.

ZWILLING

L14

ZWILLING have been manufacturing premium
kitchenware since 1731 and use that near-300
year history of expertise and innovation to
produce brilliant, functional and beautiful
pieces for the kitchen. From knives to
cookware, vacuum food storage to kitchen
electricals, there’s a ZWILLING must-have for
every cook and every kitchen.

A5 ad

Let’s make.

An introduction to Cricut.
Stand A13
Experience Cricut machines, get hands-on with
making your own projects and discover our
brand new products launching at the show.

www.cricut.com
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